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NTP for Evil
There was a story that was distributed around the newswire services at the start of February this year,
reporting that we had just encountered the “biggest DDOS attack ever” (http://rt.com/news/biggestddos-us-cloudflare-557/) This dubious distinction was as a result of the observation that this time
around the attack volume got to 400Gbps of traffic, some 100Gbps more than the March 2013 DNSbased Spamhaus attack (http://www.spamhaus.org/news/article/695/answers-about-recent-ddosattack-on-spamhaus).

World’s largest DDoS strikes US, Europe
What’s going on? Why are these supposedly innocuous, and conventionally all but invisible services
suddenly turning into venomous daemons? How has the DNS and NTP been turned against us in such
a manner? And why have these attacks managed to overwhelm our conventional cyber defences?

The Evolution of Evil
Attacks on the Internet have changed over time. The initial widely publicised attacks were quite
sophisticated. While he was a student at Cornell University in 1988, Robert Morris released a piece of
self-replicating code that exploited common coding errors in the versions of sendmail, finger and rsh/rexec
that allowed data to be injected in such a way that the victim host’s execution stack was corrupted and
the victim host CPU started executing the injected data rather than the original code. Coupled with a
relatively aggressive code replication algorithm, this worm quickly spread across the Internet at the
time, infecting an estimated 6,000 Unix systems (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Morris_worm).
This form of buffer overflow, where an internet server is presented with a large input block that
corrupts the in-memory image of the server’s code has been exploited in many ways and forms since
then. One of the more notable subsequent attacks was the SQL slammer worm of 2003, which was so
virulent because of the combination of the worm’s small size (376 bytes), and an aggressive replication

algorithm. The basic nature of the attack was the much same: a relatively sophisticated attack that was
based in a detailed analysis of the server’s code (exposed, incidentally, by a Microsoft patch). It was a
common reluctance of the installed base to track the latest code releases from the vendor that opened
up the vulnerability to this worm (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SQL_Slammer).
Such attacks are perhaps more of an anomaly than the general character of attacks in this period.
Internet attacks certainly become more commonplace over the following years, and one general rule is
that while they became more commonplace, at the same time they became less sophisticated. The
Estonian attack of 2007 was largely an attack by generating overwhelming volumes of unsolicited traffic
towards the set of victims, and this attack was based predominately on the use of ping
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2007_cyberattacks_on_Estonia).
It appears to support the more general principle that attackers are no more sophisticated than they
need to be. If ping works, then ping will be used. Other attack vectors will be used only when there is
general rate limiting on ping, or when an even easier attack vector is promulgated, or there are more
effective attack vectors. The problem with the ping attack of 2007 was the need to organise a large set
of attackers, each to individually generate hostile traffic, but once the set of attackers was organised,
then the attack was easy to execute.

One-on-one attacks
In general terms the weakness of these one-on-one forms of attack is that expose the attacker as much
as they inconvenience the victim, and the volume of the attack is limited by the volume that the
attacker can harness.
It’s a common computer science observation, perhaps even a computer science axiom, that anything
can be solved by another level of indirection. In the case of attacks the application of this axiom led to
the introduction of the bot army as the means of attack. Rather than using one’s own systems to launch
the attack, its possible to coopt an army of corrupted systems that are capable of executing a simple
script.
These bot systems are fragile: if you overwork them their legitimate owners may notice the anomalous
behaviour and clean the host. If you try to use privileged access in the bot’s environment you may
trigger alarms or simply not be able to obtain that access. So accessing a “raw” interface and handcrafting attack packets is not so common. More common are bots that can turn on small packet bursts
to a particular victim address. Individually this may be unremarkable, and its desirable that this
individually unnoticeable, but with enough bots, the collective result can be toxic. This could be as
simple as getting the bots to retrieve a given URL, or pinging a particular address. The advantages of
this form of attack is that the attacker hides behind the bot control channel, and is not directly
involved, and the scale of the attack is based on the potential size of the assembled bot army.
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Many-to-one attacks
The downside is the need to enlist new bots into the bot army, and treat them carefully. The bots are
created by entering code into the host through known exploits, and these attacks only work as long as
the bot host is not well maintained with regular software updates and bot scanning. If the infected host
is over-worked then its degraded operating state may indicate to the host’s owner that the system has
been compromised and requires a software refresh. Rather than relying on the ability to infect hosts
and coopt them into a bot army, is it possible to use the normal operation of uncorrupted servers and
pull them into the attack?
This is the next evolution of the DDOS attack model where we are using the approach of co-opting
the innocent and uncorrupted to be a party to the attack, and using these third parties to act as attack
amplifiers.
The attack is a “reflection and amplification” attack, and relies on leverage of otherwise innocent
servers to take an incoming stream of packets, and reflect this stream as a larger stream of packets that
are directed towards the victim. This is not a novel approach to launching a DDOS attack, and
descriptions of this form of attack date back at least 8 years (for example, a 2006 presentation from
Verisign (http://www.potaroo.net/iepg/july2006/1-frank-scalzo.pdf) described a 5Gbps attack).

Reflection attacks

UDP and Reflection Attacks
The User Datagram Protocol is a thin level abstraction of the underlying IP datagram model. As with
IP itself, the service is a very simple datagram model. There is no session management, no reliability,
and no flow control in UDP. UDP is used whenever there is a need for a fast and highly efficient short
transaction protocol. A typical form of UDP application is for the client to send a single packet to a
well known UDP port on a server, with the query contained in the packet’s payload, and for the server
to respond to the client with an answer. It’s common to see the answer contained in a single packet, but
this depends on the size of the answer, and larger responses may well invoke IP-level fragmentation or
multi-packet responses.
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In IPv4 it is a requirement for IP hosts to accept IP packets up to 576
bytes in size. Many hosts accept far larger packets these days, but the
basic common requirement is to accept 576 bytes packets. This seems a
somewhat arbitrary size, but in reading what’s left of the origin material
in design of IP, there was an intent to allow all hosts to accept basic
datagrams with a 512 byte payload.
The IP header is 20 bytes in size, the IP options are up to 40 bytes in
size, so this leaves 516 bytes of IP payload. The UDP header is 8 bytes
long, so, strictly speaking, if a host is presented with a packet with 512
bytes of payload, 8 bytes of UDP header, 40 bytes of IP header options
and 20 bytes of IP header, that makes 580 bytes, which overshoots the
target by 4 bytes.
Maybe this 4 byte discrepancy would’ve been an important nit in the
original specification for DNS, which called for 512 byte payloads in
DNS over UDP, but it would only have been critical if we all used a
full set of 40 bytes of IP options. These days IP options are rare. So
rare that packets with IP options are regularly discarded by various
firewall filters, so the missing 4 bytes is not really an issue.
To pack large answers into UDP packets the DNS went down a path of using IP-level fragmentation,
while NTP went down the path of multi-packet responses. There are tradeoffs here involving the point
in the protocol stack where fragmentation and reassembly takes place, and the issues of negotiating
firewalls and filters where the multi-packet response invokes a different filter function than IP packet
fragments.
The critical aspect of UDP, and the reason why it has been used for reflection attacks is that an
interaction between a client and a server does not require a “handshake” as a precondition of service.
The client sends the server a query over UDP, and the server assembles the response and sends it back
to the client. How does the server know that this really is the client? At the UDP level, the server does
not even try to validate the client. The server uses the source address in the IP header of the query
packet, places this address into the destination field of the IP header of the response packet. And
sends back its response
This allows for a simple reflection attack. If the attacker can craft the IP headers of an outbound
packet, then all the attacker needs to do is send query packets to the server, but set the source address
of these query packets to the IP address of the intended victim. When the server generates a response it
will use this faked address as its destination address, and send the response to the intended victim.
In this case the server is not corrupted in any way. The attack actually counts on the server operating
precisely the way it was intended to operate, and indeed can take advantage of the server being
overprovisioned as a safeguard against the server itself being subject to some form of direct DOS
attack.
What services work “best” for this form of UDP reflection attack? The kinds of requirements we are
looking for to mount a very large scale reflection attack is to leverage a UDP service that meets the
following criteria:
•
•
•

The service is widely used
The servers are widely deployed
The servers are poorly maintained, or, even better, operated without active management
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•
•

The service’s clients are not “qualified” by the server. That is, anyone can pose a question to the
server. In other words these servers are “promiscuous”
The service answer is far bigger than the question

The DNS is an ideal candidate service for DNS reflection attacks. When we compare DNS against
these criteria for attack we can see:
•

widely used
The DNS is ubiquitous. Perhaps it is the most widely used set of servers on the Internet!

•

servers are widely deployed
Because it is widely used, the deployment of DNS resolvers and authoritative name servers
is similarly widely deployed.

•

servers are poorly maintained
Many forms of consumer premises equipment include recursive name resolver code, and,
inevitably, most folk are unaware that they are running an open recursive name resolver, let
alone understand how to configure the device to shut down this exposure to user the
resolver in a reflection attack.

•

servers are “promiscuous”
Authoritative name servers are conventionally required to be in a position to provide a
response to anyone who presents them with a query. While there is no absolute requirement
for recursive resolvers to be promiscuous, there are some 30 million such open resolvers on
the Internet today!

•

the answer is far bigger than the question
In the case of the DNS it’s just a matter of asking the right question, or using the right
query options. DNSSEC tends to generate large responses, and queries for ANY can elicit
large responses. Another approach is to craft a large TXT record in a domain specially
crafted for a reflection attack, and pose queries for that domain to open recursive resolvers
to generate the reflection attack.

DNS reflection attacks are now very commonplace. They have been seen to operate at sustained gigabit
speeds, and the efforts to mitigate them through throttling the response rate from servers (DNS
Response Ralt Limiting, or RRL, described at http://ss.vix.su/~vixie/isc-tn-2012-1.txt) appears to be
deployed in a disappointingly piecemeal fashion, and many open resolvers without any form of rate
limiting still populate the Internet.
However, once this kind of UDP reflection attack was identified, the search was on for other UDPbased services that appear to offer a good match against this list of reflection attack criteria. The chargen
service is another potential DDOS reflection attack candidate. In response to an incoming UDP packet
of any size, a chargen server will respond with a UDP packet which has a payload of a randomly selected
size between 0 and 512 bytes. However, open chargen servers are thankfully rare, and so far large scale
DDOS attacks based on chargen are uncommon.
The Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) is also a UDP-based protocol that can be used in a
manner where a short query generates a large response. SNMP is used in many contexts, including
within routers and switches, servers and end hosts. In theory SNMP is protected by a relatively robust
security framework, but earlier versions of the protocol used a common plaintext password, and there
is a suspicion that there is still a significant population of SNMP servers running old versions of SNMP
that will respond to an SNMP query using a community string of “public”.
But there is an easier target out there, and it sits behind UDP port 123. It’s the Network Time Protocol.
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NTP and Reflection Attacks
NTP is the Network Time Protocol, and it is used by computers to synchronize their time of day
clocks (http://www.potaroo.net/ispcol/2014-03/ntp.html). NTP is a UDP-based protocol, and it is widely
deployed. So how does it fare against our criteria for being used for DDOS attacks?
•

widely used
Time is important for all types of network function, including basic security functions. NTP
servers are widespread, from managed services attached to reference time sources through
to edge consumer product that is intended to relay time for local clients.

•

servers are widely deployed
Yes, NTP servers are widely deployed.

•

servers are poorly maintained
While the reference clock sources are managed with care, the time relay NTP servers tend
to be embedded in other units, such as routers, network gateways and customer CPE. in the
latter categories many folk are unaware that they are running an open NTP server, let alone
understand how to configure the device to shut down this exposure to user the server in a
reflection attack.

•

Servers are “promiscuous”
Unlike authoritative name servers in the DNS, there is no protocol or service requirement
for NTP servers to be promiscuous. However, many servers are configured without filters,
and are, in effect, promiscuous servers.

•

the answer is far bigger than the question
This is not normally the case.

This last point has deterred the use of NTP for DDOS. NTP servers operate as a packet “reflector” in
that when an NTP receives an incoming NTP packet it writes its time values upon packet reception
and packet transmission, swapping the IP headers. NTP packets are relatively small, and without any
optional extensions the incoming and outgoing packets are 76 octets in length. This implies that while
NTP is a packet reflector, its not normally an amplifier as well, so attackers have preferred to use DNS
instead.

NTP packet exchange for clock synchronization

But there is one weakness in NTP. NTP supports a query and control channel so that an NTP server
can be managed remotely. The utility is called ntpdc and it takes a user command, converts into a NTP
type 7 UDP packet, and send this packet to the NTP server using UDP and addressed to port 123. This
is the same port as conventional clock synchronization traffic, so the conventional network-visible
outer packet headers do not readily show the distinction between clock synchronization packets and
these NTP type 7 packets. The NTP server will respond in UDP with its response. Unlike DNS, the
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response is conventionally broken into multiple packets, rather than relying on IP level fragmentation.
NTP has been careful to ensure that configuration commands that are passed to a server using this
control mode must contain a pre-configured key, so that hijacking an NTP server using this approach
would normally require obtaining knowledge of this key. However, the NTP monitoring commands are
read-only commands, and they are unprotected by this NTP authentication mechanism. Without
explicit control anyone can send a read-only monitor command to an NTP server, and the NTP server
will respond, as it is evidently promiscuous by default.
Most of the ntpdc commands elicit larger responses than the query, but the command which appears to
have the largest response in the monist command. This command is a request for the server to report on
the last 600 systems that this NTP server has communicated with. In this case a single UDP packet that
is the encoding of the monist command, 220 bytes in length, will generate 100 UDP packets in response,
each of which are 468 bytes in length. That is an amplification factor of 100 in terms of packets, and
212 in terms of bytes.

ntpdc monlist command and packet trace

This is the essence of the NTP DDOS attack. Using a tool such as zmap (https://zmap.io) it’s possible to
assemble a list of open NTP servers, and these can be tested to see if they are responsive to the monlist
NTP control packet. The attacker then needs to assemble a set of coopted attack systems that are
capable of accessing a raw IP socket, allowing a script to generate UDP packets with a spoofed source
address. If the attacker can assemble a set of attackers that collectively send some 2,500 queries per
second to a set of NTP servers, then what would result is a 1Gbps UDP traffic stream being directed
to the victim. Larger volume attacks are a case up scaling up the total query rate accordingly.
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Defence against NTP Attacks
As usual, the best defence is to run a current version of the NTP code. NTP version 4.2.7 (or later) has
disabled the monlist command. If for some reason that’s not an option, then the next best thing to do is
to restrict the folk who can present these commands to the server by using the following configuration
commands in /etc/ntp.conf
# By default, exchange time with everybody, but don't allow configuration.
#
restrict -4 default kod notrap nomodify nopeer noquery
restrict -6 default kod notrap nomodify nopeer noquery
#
# Local users may interrogate the ntp server more closely.
restrict 127.0.0.1
restrict ::1

NTP also exists on many routers, and access lists should be used on the router to again filter who can
have access to the NTP query channel. For a Cisco router running ios, the configuration recipe would
look a lot like the following:
access-list 46 remark utility ACL to block everything
access-list 46 deny any
!
access-list 47 remark NTP peers/servers we sync to/with
access-list 47 permit 10.0.0.1
access-list 47 permit 10.0.0.2
access-list 47 deny any
!
! NTP access control
ntp access-group query-only 46
! deny all NTP control queries
ntp access-group serve
46
! deny all NTP time and control by default
ntp access-group peer
47
! permit sync to configured peer(s)/server(s)
ntp access-group serve-only 46
! deny NTP time sync requests

On a Juniper router the recipe is similar in intent:
term ntp {
from {
source-address {
0.0.0.0/0;
/* NTP servers to get time from */
10.0.0.1 except;
10.0.0.2 except;
}
protocol udp;
port ntp;
}
then {
discard;
}
}
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This config script assumes a default permit on the loopback filter. If the loopback is a default deny
filter then the sense of the ntp config needs to be reversed to allow for a specific accept:
term ntp {
from {
source-address {
10.0.0.1/23;
10.0.0.2/32;
}
protocol udp;
port ntp;
}
then {
count ntp-requests;
accept;
}
}

BCP38
After deploying the mitigation measures in the DNS, these measures of plugging up the leaks in NTP
may start to feel like sticking one’s fingers in the emerging holes in the dyke. It's a case of using
incremental answers to a much larger and broader problem.
Given the level of embedded functionality in various consumer products that operate in a semi-sealed
or fully sealed manner, than it also appears to be the case that these pinpoint filters can only be partially
effective in any case. Open UDP-based servers appear to be a constant factor that the network has to
deal with, and while open UDP-based servers are a problem, it's the combination of these servers and
the ability to propagate packets with a spoofed source address that are the common elements of this
form of reflection attack.
So if we are resigned to living with a continuing significant population of open UDP-based servers,
then the corollary appears to be that we should not also be resigned to living in a network with a
continuing significant population of networks that allow the propagation of packets with spoofed
source addresses.
The reason why this section is titled “BCP38” is that the document that describes an approach to
network ingress filtering to prevent source address spoofing is RFC2827 by Paul Ferguson and Daniel
Senie, published in May 2000, and listed as a “Best Current Practice” document, hence the title
“BCP38”. That document is now 14 years old, and the set of networks that implement this practice still
appears to be small. (The phrase “appears to be small” is somewhat unsatisfactory, and there have been
some efforts to measure the extent to which BCP38 filtering has been deployed in today’s Internet.
One notable current effort can be found at http://spoofer.cmand.org)
Some argue that trying to get the entire set of networks to implement practical forms of source address
spoofing filtering is a task akin to boiling the ocean, and the economics of cost vs benefit mean that
many network operators are simply inadequately motivated to incur the incremental operational costs
of deploying an additional filter mechanism. Others argue that the risks associated with UDP reflection
attacks are so insidious and the pervasive use of sealed consumer equipment that appears to be
intractably broken (such as the 30 million open DNS recursive resolvers indicated by the open resolver
project, at http://openresolverproject.org) is just such an intractable problem that BCP38 is the only
available mitigation left to us.
Irrespective of the various mitigation efforts its depressing to note that the evolution of evil on the net
appears to be tracking the evolution of network capacity, and at the same time as we are approaching
terabit transmission systems we are also approaching terabit attacks. Depressingly there is no real
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grounds to think that this will stop anytime soon. A bleak view sees that the scale of growth of the
network’s infrastructure capacity will continue to be matched by the ability to turn this infrastructure
into an attack vector, and the dubious claims of the “world’s largest attack” will continue to be shortlived exploits that will be consistently surpassed.

Further Reading
Description of NTP attack
http://blog.cloudflare.com/understanding-and-mitigating-ntp-based-ddos-attacks

Sealing up NTP – a template for ntp.conf
http://www.team-cymru.org/ReadingRoom/Templates/secure-ntp-template.html

Cert Advisory
https://www.us-cert.gov/ncas/alerts/TA14-013A

Open NTP servers
http://openntpproject.org

Open Recursive DNS Resolvers
http://openresolverproject.org

BCP 38
http://bcp38.info
BCP 38 tracking
http://spoofer.cmand.org
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Disclaimer
The above views do not necessarily represent the views or positions of the Asia Pacific Network
Information Centre.
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